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Through the efforts of our various sub-committees our projects for 2014 included:

- Worked with the CDP staff and others to develop and present a web training directed toward the tools and techniques of operating a coordinated campaign office. This project was a pilot on which the committee will expand for the 2015-2016 calendar introducing other topics for trainings that will be accessible by our activists around the state.

- The CDP now has a list of local elected officials for all of our counties. The committee is promoting the use of this data as it is made available to County Chairs and/or MOE administrators.

- In our work to promote and expand the new citizen swearing in ceremony for voter registration program, committee members contacted local party leaders to assess needs and participation and then provided support and assistance where requested.

- Continued to look for techniques to expand the bounty program to counties where it is not currently up and running efficiently and to incorporate online registration into the reporting process.

- In an ongoing effort to promote grassroots voter contact programs, the committee conducted webinars for local party leaders sharing the structure and system currently used in the San Diego County GO Team model.

- Promoted the CDP remote phone banking program during special elections and for the 2014 primary and general elections.

- Committee members provided assistance to the CDP staff in the recruitment effort of attorneys for the CDP election/voter protection program.

- Committee members are continuing to monitor cities and counties around the state regarding compliance with the California Voting Rights Act.

- The candidate recruitment sub-committee continues to recruit Democratic candidates for all congressional, assembly and senate districts in the state.